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Content word classes

Adjectives
Use a grammar reference book or go to:

http://www.eltconcourse.com/training/initial/lexis/adjectives_essentials.html and work through the

guide you find there. As you read, try to make up your own examples to make sure you understand

what you are reading.

Then answer these questions and be prepared to tell other what you have discovered about

adjectives.

1. When an adjective comes directly before the noun it modifies, the use is called ____________.

For example: The green car in the street

2. When an adjective is connected to the noun by a verb like be, taste, look, seem etc., the use

is called ____________.

For example: This food tastes funny

3. Some adjectives like awake can only be used like those in question 2. For example:

We can say: The patient is awake but we cannot say: *The awake patient

Give two more examples.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

4. We can say, for example:

It was a fatal disease but we cannot say: *It was a more fatal disease

Why not?

___________________________________________________________________________

5. We can say, for example:

It was a planning problem but we cannot say: *It was a more planning problem

Why not?

___________________________________________________________________________

6. We can say, for example:

It was an extremely fascinating talk but we cannot say: *It was a very fascinating talk

Why not?

___________________________________________________________________________

7. We can say, for example:

It was a shorter flight than I expected but we cannot say:

*It was an uncomfortabler flight than I expected

Why not? What’s the rule?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

8. We can say, for example:

It was a happier day but we cannot say: It was a hecticker day

Why not? What’s the rule?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Adverbs
Consult a grammar reference book or go to:

www.eltconcourse.com\training\initial\lexis\adverbs_essentials.html

and work through the guide you find there. As you read, try to make up your own examples to make

sure you understand what you are reading.

Then answer these questions and be prepared to tell other what you have discovered about adverbs.

1. Adverbs answer a variety of questions.

Give two examples of each in the following:

a. How? For example: ____________ and ____________

b. When? For example: ____________ and ____________

c. How often? For example: ____________ and ____________

d. Where? For example: ____________ and ____________

e. How much? For example: ____________ and ____________

2. Adverbs modify other elements of the language.

What is the adverb modifying in these examples? What sort of word is it?

a. She drove slowly

The adverb is modifying the word _____________ which is a(n) ______________

b. She is wholly against it

The adverb is modifying the word _____________ which is a(n) ______________

c. That’s a very simple sum

The adverb is modifying the word _____________ which is a(n) ______________

d. He wrote extremely rudely

The adverb is modifying the word _____________ which is a(n) ______________

3. What rule is being broken in these errors?

a. I always can ask her Rule: ____________________________________

b. She opened carefully the box Rule: ____________________________________

c. She there went on Monday Rule: ____________________________________

d. Extremely she liked the book Rule: ____________________________________

e. I am meeting soon the boss Rule: ____________________________________

4. Underline the adverbs in these sentences:

a. She went home at six

b. Go away now

c. I always like to see a friendly face

d. It was a chilly morning so we wrapped up warm

e. The bullet went right through the window

f. The film was quite ridiculous

g. They had a weekly meeting which started very early

h. She carefully explained the more serious issues
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Nouns
Consult a grammar reference book or go to:

www.eltconcourse.com\training\initial\lexis\nouns_essentials.html

and work through the guide you find there. As you read, try to make up your own examples to make

sure you understand what you are reading.

Then answer these questions and be prepared to tell other what you have discovered about nouns.

1. Here are some examples of nouns in bold. What sorts are they?

(Choose from common mass, common count, proper, collective and plural.)

a. Tell John to do it A ____________ noun

b. Please open the envelope carefully A ____________ noun

c. Does she take sugar? A ____________ noun

d. The jury is still discussing it A ____________ noun

e. The contents have been removed A ____________ noun

f. The money has been paid out A ____________ noun

g. Take my car A ____________ noun

h. Use the scissors A ____________ noun

i. Talk to the President A ____________ noun

j. He broke the cups and bought a new set A ____________ noun

2. Choose an appropriate partitive to put in the gap in these examples:

a. She fitted a new ____________ of glass

b. That’s a pretty ____________ of cutlery

c. Let me have another ____________ of bacon

d. We were frightened by a ____________ of cows

e. Would you get me a ____________ of chocolate and a ____________ of string?

3. What rule is being broken in these errors?

a. Every furniture was old Rule: ____________________________________

b. Can I have a pens, please? Rule: ____________________________________

c. She had many informations Rule: ____________________________________

d. How much papers there is! Rule: ____________________________________

e. Give me a few sugar Rule: ____________________________________
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Verbs
Consult a grammar reference book or go to:

www.eltconcourse.com\training\initial\lexis\what_verbs_do.html

and work through the guide you find there. As you read, try to make up your own examples to make

sure you understand what you are reading.

Then answer these questions and be prepared to tell other what you have discovered about verbs.

1. Divide these examples into these categories:

1: Doing verbs: 2: the material world vs. people’s behaviours

1: Thinking and talking verbs: 2: perception vs. communicating

1: Being verbs: 2: existing vs. relating to

a. My office is located on the third floor 1: ________________ 2: ________________

b. She explained how she felt 1: ________________ 2: ________________

c. He is the manager 1: ________________ 2: ________________

d. She resented my question 1: ________________ 2: ________________

e. The tree fell 1: ________________ 2: ________________

f. She repaired the washing machine 1: ________________ 2: ________________

2. Give three example sentences containing English prime verbs.

a. _____________________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________________

c. _____________________________________________________________________

3. Underline the indirect objects in these sentences:

a. The builder charged the couple too much

b. The waiter served the guests the wrong meals

c. He taught me nothing new

4. Are these verb uses mono-transitive (M), intransitive (I) or ditransitive (D)? Tick the boxes.

a. She arrived early M: I: D:

b. She wrote a letter M: I: D:

c. The sun set M: I: D:

d. I handed him my essay M: I: D:

e. The car exploded M: I: D:

f. He exploded the bomb M: I: D:

g. She spoke up at the meeting M: I: D:

h. The boss let me leave early M: I: D:

i. He left her all his money M: I: D:

j. I wished her a Merry Christmas M: I: D:

k. We spent all our money M: I: D:

l. You promised me the book M: I: D:

m. She arrived early M: I: D:

n. They drove the car over the road M: I: D:

o. I found her the time M: I: D:


